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Nebraska have recently started aerial shooting programs
from helicopters (imagine what that is costing their taxpay-
ers). This tells me wildlife managers are taking this hog
invasion serious.
Rich Minnis, biologist for Mississippi State University

likes to tell the story of a landowner he was working with.
Rich asked this gentleman how he was dealing with his hog
problem. The landowner responded that he didn’t have any
hogs on his property. He told Rich this as he was standing
in a hog wallow! Rich likes to say “There are two kinds of
landowners: those who have hogs and those who are going
to have hogs, period.”
Like invasive species such as Zebra Mussels, Lamprey Eels,

and Fire Ants, these eating machines are raising havoc wher-
ever they live. Capable of producing three litters every 14
months and averaging 6 to 12 piglets per litter, these preda-
tors (yes - predators) are destroying habitats and wildlife at
an alarming rate. Much like vacuum cleaners on four legs,
nothing is safe in their path. A hog’s diet includes, but is not
limited to, snakes, acorns, farm crops, grubs, road kill, turkey
eggs, whitetail fawns, etc.Texas Agrilife pig expert, Billy Hig-
ginbotham, likes to say, “A hog will eat anything that has a
calorie.” Bottom line, nothing is safe in their path.
I have witnessed a single hog run a herd of deer and flock

of turkeys off a food plot. Alan Howle, a Sumpter County
Alabama landowner, has experienced firsthand
what a group of hogs can do. Alan has seen dozens
of his expensive clover food plots turned into root-
ed up mud holes overnight. With the price of seed,
time, and diesel, Howle figures it has cost him tens
of thousands of dollars.
I received a call from a corn farmer in the

Mississippi Delta who had to replant corn three
times last year because of hogs rooting up the seed.
I received that call when the cost of diesel was $5
per gallon, not to mention the cost of the seed.
With no natural enemies, mostly nocturnal, and

arguably one of the smartest animals in the
woods, wild hog populations are exploding out of
control all across the country. I have been told
"quietly" by some wildlife experts that they
believe that if hog populations are left unchecked,
they could surpass the whitetail deer population
within 15 years. A recent show on the Discovery
Channel titled “The Pig Bomb” explained that if
wild hogs were left unchecked, there could be tens
of millions of them in close years to come. It makes
sense when you consider hogs can double their

numbers every six months. If you have 100 hogs on your
property today, you need to remove 80 of those hogs just to
keep the population at 100 next year. Math is not a strong
subject for me, but even I can figure out where their num-
bers are headed!
We (sportsmen, landowners, farmers, etc.) have a respon-

sibility to address this epidemic by hunting, trapping, using
trained dogs, whatever it takes. Government agencies can-
not tackle this by themselves. If you live north of the
Mason-Dixon Line, do not think you are immune. These
rooting devils are showing up in places like Illinois, Wiscon-
sin, Michigan, Nebraska, and Pennsylvania. Imagine what
happens when they get established in the Corn Belt.
Hunting them is fun and fast-paced, but hogs reproduce

too fast for hunting to make an impact in controlling them.
Hunting pressure also quickly makes pigs nocturnal. So
how do we “control” their populations (notice I did not say
eliminate, that’s almost impossible)?
University studies have concluded that trapping is the

most effective method to help keep populations in check.
Although smaller 6x8 traps, for example, are effective ini-
tially, pigs become educated and get “trap-shy” in a hurry.
Research confirms that larger pens work better with the
definition of larger being 30 to 50 feet in diameter. These

Da Pig Bomb!

DamageNot only do wild hogs damage food plots, like the one in
this picture, they cause millions of dollars of damage
each year in agricultural crops. Texas alone estimates

$75 million in damages each year.

By mark Bernegger

Swine, hogs, pigs, razorbacks, piney woods rooters,
whatever you call them, parts of the country have
populations that are approaching epidemic numbers.

In 1980, there was an estimated one to two million wild
hogs located in nineteen states. Today, populations are
estimated at six million and evident in forty states. Why
the sudden explosion? No one is quite sure. It is partially
due to trapping and illegal relocation, while others claim
it was a matter of time and that it is “natural migration.”
Whatever the reason, they all agree we have a serious
problem. Damage from wild hogs in agriculture, habitat
and wildlife costs hundreds of millions of dollars yearly.
Texas estimates hogs cost their state over $75 million dol-
lars a year in economic damage.
One thing is certain, wildlife agencies are worried. Many

states are now allowing hunting at night and spot lighting,
while several states have no closed seasons. Texas and

Pass the Biscuits
and Gravy
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(continued)

TrappingTrapping is the best way to reduce wild hog numbers. Research
shows that larger traps 30 to 50 feet in diameter work best. Make
sure that the trap is round with no corners for them to bunch up in.

The goal is to catch the entire “sounder” which will typically
include one or more pregnant sows and their litters.
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pens can be constructed with livestock or hog panels and
metal t-posts. Gate styles include rooter, guillotine, and
swing. Southern Outdoor Technologies
(www.hogslammer.com) manufactures a saloon style gate
which has been very effective. The pen should also be round
with no corners for its occupants to bunch up in. The
object is to catch the whole “sounder” (group of pigs),
meaning the sow, who is likely pregnant, and her litter.
Many times several sows will run together with their off-
spring. Boars tend to be loners until they detect a sow in
heat. The object is to take the breeding sows out of the pop-
ulation as well as the young piglets capable of breeding as
early as 5 months of age!
Once you embark on a hog control program, and have

“bacon down,” now what? Wild hog meat is delicious,
and several companies make products to help enhance the
flavor. Sportsman’s Gold (www.sportsmansgold.com)
makes a marinade called Boar-No-More and can be used
as a marinade or injected into the meat. Always take pre-
cautions (see side bar) when handling the carcass or raw
meat. In these tough economic times, I am sure there are
families that could use some extra protein. Check with
your local food bank or with programs like “Hunter’s
Feeding the Hungry.” What a better way to address two
problems at once!X

TrappingHogs become educated and “trop-shy” very fast. That’s why
it’s best to try and trap as many as possible at one time.

Take these precautions when
dealing with wild hogs. These

are wild animals.
Be carefulwhen approaching them
whether in hunting or trapping situation.
They have sharp tusks, and, like anywild
animal, are unpredictablewhen cornered.

Anywild animal can carry parasites and
diseases – some ofwhich can be trans-
mitted to people. One such disease for
hunters to be concernedwith is swine
brucellosis.

The following is suggested
techniques to be used when

handling hogs:
• Avoid eating, drinking, or using tobaccowhen
field-dressing or handling carcasses.

• Use latex or rubber gloveswhen han-
dling the carcass or rawmeat.

• Avoid direct contact with blood, repro-
ductive organs, and fecal matter.Wear-
ing long sleeves, eye protection and
covering any scratches, openwounds
or lesionswill help provide protection.

•Clean and disinfect knives, cleaning
area, clothing and any other exposed
surfaceswhen finished.

•Wash hands frequently with soap and
water.

•When cookingwild hog, as with any
wild game, care in handling is an
important part of disease prevention,
and themeat should be cooked thor-
oughly to 170 degrees. Swine brucel-
losis is not transmitted through
properly cookedmeat.


